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An educational tool for students, teachers and 
administrators to transform their schools and 
communities into PEACE ZONES through 
an enforceable commitment to redefine social 
behaviors and conflict resolution methods.

Students will lead this revolutionary transformation 
through simple, step-by-step instructional 
and supportive materials, including  a PEACE 

PLEDGE and PEACE CONTRACT, which 
emphasizes healing over punishment.

*
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To empower a youth revolution, 
one school at a time, to redefine 

social arrangements that embrace 
a spirit of unity by celebrating 

 
INDIVIDUALITY, 

LOVE & RESPECT 
 

for all people, while creating a 
kinder school and eventually, a 

gentler world.
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PEACE•KEEP•ER (noun)*
The PEACEkeeper Movement is a YOUTH 
revolution that redefines social arrangements 
that have been deeply-rooted for generations, 
inspiring a new social pattern that promotes 
kindness, respect and love for all people. 

Lead by youth, this new method will be 
demonstrated each and every day within schools 
and communities through a revolutionary youth 
mentoring program that encourages healing 
over punishment and through a PEACE Pledge 
(Promote Equality And Celebrate Everyone), 
that embraces the idea that diversity and 
individuality are the key components for creating 
a healthy and prosperous life experience, 
community and world. 

The Movement also encourages youth to raise 
their voices within their communities, at a 
level equal to adults, representing their peers 
while shaping a world that THEY envision; one 
that inspires living as their truest selves and 
contributing toward making the world a kinder 
and gentler place for future generations.

»

»

»

“
”

On average, 
it takes 66 

days to form 
a habit.

Grohol, J. 
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« 1 » 
Begin Now

It’s never too late in the school year to begin. First, read 
through the materials thoroughly and then share the 
information with students, parents, teachers, school 

administrators, and community leaders.

HOW TO USE THE 
PEACEKEEPER KIT*

« 3 » 
Display Posters

Display the PEACEkeeper 
Movement posters throughout the 
school, with the time and date of 

the school Assembly, to introduce 
the new program.

WARNING
The PEACEkeeper Kit is simple to integrate but 
requires dedication and a commitment to practice 
and enforce the principles introduced.

7 
to

« 2 » 

Selection of 
Leaders

Select at least twenty student 
PEACE Leaders, two teachers 
and one school administrator to 
implement the Program into the 

school’s daily routine.  

« 4 » 
School Assembly

Hold a school assembly, inviting 
families within the community 
to participate, to introduce the 
mission and to train the student 
body and staff on the principles 
of the program. Introduce the 

PEACE Pledge, the PEACEkeeper 
Movement Agreement, and The 

PEACEkeeper Mentoring Board as 
the heart of the program.
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« 6 »
Election & Integration of the 

PEACEkeeper Mentoring Board

Advised by a school counselor or teacher, the Board is made 
up of a group of ten students elected by, and representing, the 

student body, serving as a leadership and 
support system for all students.

"your attitude shapes every decision, action, and direction in your

life. if you find yourself unhappy with the things around you,

you might want to look at the way you're approaching them."

- A.Weber

« 5 »
PEACE Pledge

Implement the Pledge: At the start of each 
school day, at the same time each day, the 
entire school recites the PEACE Pledge.

« 7 »
Step Seven - 

Integrate Movement 
into Community  

& Curriculum

The PEACEkeeper Mentoring Board 
selects a course for each grade level 

that the principles of the Movement will 
be regularly addressed and practiced 

through set lesson plans and activities. 
PEACE Leaders design and organize the 
PEACEkeeper Awards to recognize top 
PEACEkeepers monthly and annually.

7 Steps 
PEACE
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Goal

To inform and demonstrate how the 
PEACE Pledge and the principles of the 
program will shift the social structure of 
the school into a healthy, productive, and 
safe environment, while inspiring students 
to embrace their ‘new’ school through 
making a personal commitment to become 
a PEACEkeeper and to live by the promise 
behind the role.

 
Introduction

Start the Assembly out with a bang.  
Grab the audience’s attention by doing 
something creative, big and impactful. 

1

2 3

4

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN*

School Spirit

PEACEkeeper Leaders and 
key staff hosting the Assembly 
should wear PEACEkeeper 
T-shirts for the big day.

Attention-Grabbing 
Ideas

Make this something unique to your school  
and the talents of the students and staff at 
 your access. Promote the Assembly for  
weeks in advance and encourage the student 
body to get involved.

Now that you’ve followed Step 1-3 
it’s time for Step 4 - The School 
Assembly. Here is the Lesson Plan 
you will use as a guide.*
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The point of this exercise is that there is “power” in a group. 
We can all contribute to fueling conflict, starting a storm, 
or resolving conflict, calming a storm. 
What if, as a school, we decided to come together, collectively, 
to bring a new way of living to life? What would that look like?
 Imagine the power we could have if we stand together, for change.

CREATE A STORM/ CALM A STORM 
Do not tell the audience what this is about or how to do this. Just say, “Do what 
I’m doing when I point at your section, remain still until you are signaled”. The 
student leading this exercise should begin with rubbing his/her hands together 
slowly and slowly move across the sections of the room as the audience joins in 
on your signal. Go back in the opposite direction and begin to rub your hands 
together roughly, moving across the sections of the room. Reverse the direction 
again and signal to tap pointer fingers one at a time on the seat edge or table edge, 
again, moving across the sections of the room. Reverse direction again and slap 
hands on seat or table edge hard, moving across the sections of the room. Reverse 
and add vigorous foot stomping to the hand slapping, moving across the sections 
of the room. Reverse direction and step-by-step, back track the motions until the 
group has returned to rubbing their hands slowly together. When the whole group 
has returned to hands rubbing softly, like a music conductor, make the hand signal 
for silence (or stop). The room should fall silent and you can begin speaking.

LIFE IS BUT A LENGTH OF ROPE 
 Measure a length of rope one-foot for each year of the average life span. While 
students hold the ends across the room have another group measure and tie off 
the segment of the rope representing age thirteen to nineteen (six feet of eighty-
six feet total) adjust scale for room size. Choices that you make in this small 
segment can affect the remaining very large segment.

E
X

E
R

C
IS

E
S

SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN

 Use or create a video that deals with the subject of 
kindness, bullying and/or what the world would look 
and feel like without cruelty, judgment or prejudice. 
The video should be no longer than 5 minutes to 
keep your audience’s attention. This should be 
powerful but brief.

 Perform a skit that illustrates what the school 
would look and feel like with the PEACE Pledge 
promise integrated. Audience participation is also a 
wonderful way to get them engaged – try feeding 
lines to audience members to insert when signaled.
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Following the Introduction, spend a few moments 
explaining the concepts behind the PEACEkeeper 
Movement and officially announce that your school 
is now a PEACEkeeper school and that every single 
community member is key in making the new way of 
life a success! Inspire them by sharing some of the 
incredible benefits that come with a peaceful and 
supportive learning environment:

  Feeling safe to be your true self and 
knowing that your community has your 
“back” in that new sense of freedom.

  Feeling like you BELONG and that 
your voice matters.

  Having a safe space to share your 
feelings with a Peer Support Group and 
Mentoring Board that is designed solely 
for your safety and support.

  Knowing that PEACEkeepers are 
everywhere, with the same  
commitment as you.

  Being part of a HEALING MOVEMENT 
that will change the world.

  Loving each other and respecting all 
viewpoints in life, even though those 
viewpoints are not necessarily “the way 
you live”.  RESPECT.

  Having a CODE to live by that offers a 
structure that motivates living positively 
and feeling safe to live that way.

  Learning how to cope with pain and 
frustrations that come with being young 
and  having a safe environment to share 
those feelings as you work through them.

  Finding out that you are NOT ALONE 
and you have an entire community 
behind you  that supports you.IN
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PEACEkeeper 
Agreement 

A Signed Agreement for a PEACEkeeper T-shirt 
(Schoolwide T-Shirt Day)

A Signed Agreement for a redeemable coupon from a local 
business that supports your mission

Trade 
Incentives

The critical component of this entire program is the PEACEkeeper 
Agreement; a contract that is signed by each and every student, parent, 
teacher, and administrator as a commitment to the PEACEkeeper 
Movement and mission. This document is the heart of the school and 
community and the new way of functioning.

Display the Agreement on an overhead or video and walk through it line by 
line with the assembly. Stress that this is your new CODE of how you live 
out your days at school and the promise you are making, to not only your 
community, school, and peers, but to yourselves. Honoring this Agreement 
is the only way this new way of life will be possible, so stress how important it 
is for everyone to sign it and live by it.

Entice your audience by offering incentives for turning in their signed 
Agreement in a timely manner – Set a deadline for one week from the 
Assembly to have it turned in. (Have more than enough Agreements printed 
out for everyone at the Assembly to sign on the spot). Non-signers at the 
Assembly may pick up an Agreement from a designated staff member or 
PEACE Leader at a later time.

*
*

INTRODUCTIONS SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN*
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PEACEkeeper 
PLEDGE Introduce the concept of the Pledge, which is the 

daily promise of the Movement, recited in unity, in 
any creative way that the student body envisions. 
Begin by displaying the Pledge on an overhead or 
video as it is shared with the assembly. Be creative 
in the presentation in order to get the students 
behind it. Encourage students to participate in 
deciding how the Pledge will be recited – as a 
song? A rap? A cheer? A flash mob? A poetry 
slam? (etc.)

Possibly hold a school competition to decide the 
best way to perform or recite the Pledge. Give 
participants one week to present their ideas and 
have a vote to decide the overall winner. The 
students may choose to alter/rewrite or shorten 
the Pledge to fit within the school’s vision for the 
Movement, which is also encouraged.

Once the vision for the Pledge is made final, 
be sure to teach students and offer them an 
opportunity to rehearse it before making it “live” 
in the school’s daily routine. The recommendation 
is for the Pledge to be recited at the same time, 
each and every day during the school day.

INTRODUCTIONS SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN*
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PEACEkeeper 
MENtoRING BOARD 

Referring to the section in this kit that details the Board, introduce the concept, the 
function and how to become a Board Member to the Assembly. Board Members 
must be nominated by students and/or a teacher/administrator based on the traits 
listed in the description. Possibly act out or produce a video for the Assembly about 
how this Board will operate and will become the main hub for any conflict or issues 
that arise between students, promoting healing over punishment.

INTRODUCTIONS SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN*

HOW WILL OUR NEW SCHOOL LOOK? 
Using the section in this kit that details 
the step-by-step process of the PEACE 
Pledge in Action, illustrate how the “new” 
school functions - such as how students 
interact with one another, how they will 
deal with conflict and social issues, how 
to create new ‘traditions’ that support the 
mission of the PEACE Pledge, and detail 
the process of how conflict is resolved 
with the PEACEkeeper Incident Report 
Form and the Mentoring Board. 

Creative 
Expressions
    
    Student Role Play Dramas

    Video Presentation

    Narrated Presentation

***



* SCHOOL ASSEMBLY 
LESSON PLAN
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have fun  
& 

good luck!

Close the Assembly by encouraging students 
and the community to get involved and 

embrace this new concept and to keep the 
conversation going. The PEACEkeeper 

Leaders should make themselves available to 
anyone who has questions or may want to get 

involved. Set deadlines for turning in signed 
Agreements, nominations for the Mentoring 

Board and PEACE Pledge entries, if applicable. 
Announce important dates in the Movement, 

including when the “new school” and the 
concepts presented go “live.” Offer updates and 
reminders daily during school announcements to 

keep the momentum going.

CLOSING



I am a warrior for peace.

A rebel with a cause 

for the greater good.

I encourage love, respect 

and kindness for myself 

and for all people.

I use words that inspire, 

uplift and support.

Cruelty will not fly with me.

I help others see

 the good in themselves, 

and I speak up 

for a kinder way to deal.

I understand that peace 

begins with me.

This is my pledge.

I am involved.

I am a PEACEkeeper..

“

”
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The PEACE Pledge serves as an inspirational tool to unite the school 
toward one main mission.  Recited in unison by the entire student body 

and staff, in any creative fashion imaginable, the school day begins 
with this promise. The student body should be encouraged to make 

this Pledge “their own” by personalizing the way in which it is delivered.  
Some examples include: A poetry-slam format, a song, a rap or a 

rewrite/simplification of the words that inspire and motivate the student 
body to embrace what it stands for. 

PEACE 
PLEDGE



I am signing this Agreement because I am committed to making a social change that I understand 
begins with ME. Patterned social structures, such as cliques, labels, and defined roles in our society 
are a hindrance to creating a safe learning and socializing environment that inspires and celebrates 
kindness, acceptance and a true spirit of unity.  I believe we can do better and I pledge to begin doing 
my part by becoming an active member of my community and school by the following promise:

  I understand that I am a member of a larger community.

   I understand that my actions as an individual directly and/or indirectly affect all the 
members of my community.

  I  will choose to contribute productively and kindly when disagreements occur.

    I will not stand by and allow another person to be hurt verbally, emotionally, or physically. 
I am a Warrior for Peace.

    I will respect the aggressors (bullies & unkind people) and seek to understand why they 
behave the way they do and offer help.

   I will treat my elders and peers with respect and kindness and I understand that how I 
treat others DOES make a difference in the way I feel. 

   I will become involved, peacefully, and understand that approaching situations with love 
and understanding is the best method.

  I will not stay silent when someone is in need of help.  

   I will reach out to a teacher, parent or adult when I or someone else needs support.

   I will speak of others with support and kindness and I understand that my feelings about 
others are almost always a reflection of how I feel about myself.

   If I become involved in a conflict or a situation with a friend or peer that makes me feel 
uncomfortable, angry, sad or upset, especially if I am lashing out at the individual or am 
being lashed out against, I will communicate my feelings to a Board member, teacher 
or staff member immediately and will fill out an Incident Report Form.  I am responsible 
for taking immediate action in these situations as I understand that it may develop into 
something unhealthy if I don’t.  

AGREEMENT
This COMMITMENT AND PROMISE toward creating a PEACEFUL and PRODUCTIVE EDUCATIONAL and 

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and entered into this  
day of                       , 20        by                                                     (name).

»
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   I understand that my role in the community and school is integral for the success of the 
PEACEkeeper Movement.   

   I will fully cooperate with the PEACEkeeper Board when I am requested to and will respect 
and follow the processes set forth by the Board, including my participation in meetings, 
counseling sessions and/or activities.

   I understand that the Board is put in place as a support system and to uphold my school’s 
mission to create a safe and supportive learning environment for everyone and to crossover 
disciplinary procedures from ‘punitive’ to ‘healing’.  If I am personally involved in an incident 
that requires guidance from the Board, I will fully participate and do as I am asked to the best 
of my ability.  I understand that I have a right to select specific Board members to talk with 
during peer counseling, if that makes me feel more safe and comfortable.     

   I will support the efforts of the PEACEkeeper Movement to change our school’s academic 
and social culture into one of true respect for all people and unity.  

   I understand that in order to achieve success of my school’s mission to create a peaceful, 
supportive and safe learning environment, my commitment to this Agreement is critical and 
that my active participation is essential. I further understand and agree that if I break this 
Agreement and choose not to participate or cooperate with the Board if I am involved in an 
incident that requires follow up care on my part, that I may face punitive consequences, such 
as traditional punishment procedures. 

 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF 
The parties hereto enter into this Agreement as of the date first written above.

  School Name:

  Principal Name:

  Signature:

  Your Name:

  



20
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PEACE (Promote Equality and Celebrate Everyone) is the 
PEACEkeeper’s BUZZ word and FIRST STEP to GET INVOLVED 
and help RESOLVE any issue a PEACEkeeper may encounter.

If a PEACEkeeper encounters a conflict inside or on school grounds, 
first and foremost, they should look immediately for assistance from 
a teacher, administrator or hall monitor to create a ‘safe’ environment 
before getting involved.  

With the assistance of an adult, or if the PEACEkeeper assesses the 
situation as ‘safe’ to become involved, they should gently approach 
the individuals involved in the conflict and say, “PEACE! I am a 
PEACEkeeper – I am here to help you in any way I can.”  (Remember, 
that in hostile situations, PEACEkeepers should NEVER try to step 
in without an adult’s involvement- you are still making a difference 
by seeking help, so try to remember that. NEVER put yourself 
in harm’s way.) If the involved individuals accept help to solve the 
issue, the PEACEkeeper and adult may be able to assist without  the 
PEACEkeeper Mentoring Board’s involvement.  But in severe cases, 
the Board MUST be informed.

Remind the individuals involved that the Board is available to them to 
discuss their issue.  In severe cases, the incident MUST be reported to 
the Board, including the names of those involved, date and time of the 
encounter and a detailed report of what the PEACEkeeper witnessed, 
using the PEACEkeeper Incident Report Forms.

The main objective of the PEACEkeeper is to promote PEACE and 
help to redefine the patterns that arise during conflicts, before they 
escalate into larger issues.  Following through with the Board and 
the individuals involved is one of the most important steps for the 
PEACEkeeper to follow.

1 »
2 »
3 »

4 »

5 »

»
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Selection & 
Process 

of 
PEACEkeeper 

Mentoring 
Board
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During the school Assembly that introduces the concepts of the PEACEkeeper 
Movement, the PEACEkeeper Mentoring Board is introduced in theory.  

This step-by-step guide can be used to assist setting up the Mentoring Board 
within the school, with the help of a staff sponsor or a counselor. 

THE BOARD DEFINED

Lead by a school counselor or teacher, the Board is made up of a group of 
ten students representing a vast range of the student body who serve as a          
sounding board and evaluation committee for peers dealing with conflict issues 
and emotional challenges, promoting healthy communication, responsibility and    
healing over punishment.

* THE PURPOSE OF THE BOARD

The purpose of the Mentoring Board is to listen to and evaluate conflicts and issues that arise 
that would normally be handled by a school administrator in a disciplinary manner, and 
offer peaceful solutions instead.  The Board is briefed by the Incident Report Form, filled 
out by the students involved, a teacher or a PEACEkeeper, which details the situation and 
parties involved.  Once the Board is briefed, the parties appear before the Board to each 
share their version of the incident.  The Board listens and evaluates each side and makes a                             
recommendation for next steps in the process.  In mild cases, the Board may feel that a       
follow-up session is all that is needed in order to resolve the issue.  In more severe cases, the 
Board may request ongoing mediation and support group sessions for a period of time.  In each 
case, the Board summarizes the incident and follow-up in detail in a written report that is filed 
with the school and community.

*

»
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* THE SELECTION PROCESS OF

BOARD MEMBERS

At the school Assembly, the Mentoring Board concept is introduced and 
all students should be encouraged to participate in the selection of the 
Board members. After all, this is the group of peers that will play a major 
role in how situations are handled within the school, upholding the new 
social code that is the school’s backbone.  A description of the ideal Board 
member candidate is a student of any grade level who demonstrates 
leadership skills and has made a positive impact on the community, such 
as with volunteer work or community service, and exudes a positive, loving 
and friendly attitude towards life; someone who is trustworthy and easy 
to talk with. 

Each school will handle the election process in their own way but the 
recommendation is to begin with a nomination of at least fifteen 
candidates based on the criteria above, by a staff member and/or the 
students. Then a school election will take place to determine the ten 
Board members.

PEACE Leaders are encouraged to write a pledge for the Board 
members to take on the day of their initiation, as a promise to uphold the 
new social code in each and every case, treating everyone equally and 
without prejudice. 
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THE BOARD'S MISSION: 

HEALING VS. PUNISHMENT

One of the most important responsibilities of the Board is to uphold the new social 
structure that the school adopts, (specified in the PEACEkeeper Agreement) with an 
emphasis on healing as a priority resolution to every situation that comes before them.  
A basic belief that all students are good, but make poor decisions at times due to emotional 
instability, destructive coping mechanisms and an inability to comprehend their actions at 
times is how our Board enters into every mentoring process. Their main role is to hold a 
peer-lead support circle that will guide the parties through the process of defining the events 
and how they could have handled the situation in a more positive, kind and productive way 
and to offer a safe space for students to disclose information that aides in a peaceful 
resolution.  Only when the Board as a collective feel that the parties have truly learned from 
the incident, will they be allowed to conclude the sessions.

If either or both parties refuse to participate and break their PEACEkeeper Agreement 
promise, there should be a follow-up session with the Board to give the parties a chance to 
fully understand the consequences for not participating. If at that time one or both of the 
parties still refuses to participate, the administration will become involved and punitive 
procedures would then be put into action. They understand that they have a choice.

*

»
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HOW THE BOARD FUNCTIONS

The Board meets three times a week during the school year, preferably in the 
morning hours before school begins or after school, to hear, discuss and/or 
evaluate any current cases within the school. In a severe case facing the Board, 
they may need to offer a peer support group session each morning, afternoon or as 
needed to resolve the issue. 

In the event of an issue or conflict between students, one of the parties involved, 
a teacher or a PEACEkeeper, informs the Board and fills out an Incident Report 
Form detailing the situation. From there, the Board initiates contact with the 
parties involved, requesting their participation in a session with them.  At this time, 
either party can request a specific Board member or members, or the entire Board 
to be involved in their case. An immediate session is set up and, depending on the 
severity of the case, which is determined by the Board, the parties may be taken 
out of class or asked to meet outside of school hours.

*
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The process begins as each party involved shares their version of the story, separately from the 
other party.  The Board listens without bias and asks questions to collect as much information as 
possible.  After each party shares their story, the Board meets privately to discuss the case and 
make a recommendation to the supervising counselor or teacher on the best course of action to 
take, such as weekly group support, individual sessions, a mediated session between the two parties, 
etc.  The report form is then updated with the information and the process begins.  The parties are 
brought in together or separately, with or without parental involvement depending on the action 
recommended, and the plan is disclosed. If either party is opposed to the plan, they have the right 
to request an option or a re-evaluation but the Board has the right to make the final decision on the 
course of action.

As the process begins, the parties should be told to keep the sessions confidential, only sharing 
with their families. They should be encouraged to focus on working through the issue without the 
influence of peers. After all, it is their responsibility to “do the work” to resolve the problem and to 
get to the underlying issues that have triggered the incident(s). Encouraging the participants to 
communicate their feelings will be key in the success of the process; therefore, creating a safe and 
supportive environment for them to be their truest selves should be the mission for each and 
every session.

The Board closes the case if and when they conclude that the issue has been resolved and that the 
parties have learned from the experience. The main goal is for the participants to understand the 
consequences of their actions and to uphold their Agreement to embrace and practice the 
principles of the PEACE Pledge. They should be commended for the work they put into the 
process and given an opportunity to share their experience with fellow students if they feel 
comfortable to do so. Recognizing that the participants were cooperative and willing to take the 
necessary steps toward personal growth should be celebrated in each and every case.

»
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INCIDENT REPORT FORM
 This form is used to initially report any incident witnessed or intervened by a PEACEkeeper and to track 

the progress of the situation through the Mentoring Board’s mediation, investigation and healing process. 

 PEACEkeeper’s Name:      Grade:

 Contact Phone:

 Signature of Nominator:

 Names of Individuals Involved:       

 Date & Time of Incident:

 Teacher / Adult assisting Intervention:

 

 Witnesses:

 Name :          Student / Faculty / Other

 Name :         Student / Faculty / Other

 Name :         Student / Faculty / Other

  Please provide specific details of the Incident(s). ( Who? What? Where? Why? When? How?) 

 

 
 Recommendation for follow-up:   

  Mentoring Board Evaluation 
   PEACEkeeper & Faculty Member  

Follow Up (minor incidents ONLY)

Severity of Incident:

 Minor 
 Necessary 
 Severe

»
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 Further  Inquiry and/or Mentoring Board Evaluation 
 Date:      

 PEACEkeeper / Faculty Present:

 Conclusion of follow-up: (Please be as specific as possible, including solutions, compromises, results from intervention. State whether or  

 not this incident should be further evaluated by the Mentoring Board, or if incident is resolved. )

  Board Initial Meeting Discussion: (Please be as specific as possible)

 
Board Recommendation: 
  Additional Sessions with the Board and How Many? 
  Sessions with Specific Board Member 
  Other:

PEACEKEEPER Signatures 
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Lesson  
plans
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Yes you can……

…be more kind.

…be more understanding.

…be more open.

…be more compassionate.

The real question is, will you?

»
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Lesson 1 : Empathy 
 
Objective: 

  The student will identify the 
emotion empathy, attempt to 
experience the emotion empathy, 
and be able to instruct others about 
recognizing and feeling empathy.  

  The student will generate “what 
if” questions about the bystanders 
aware of, and surrounding, this 
bullying incident. 

  The student will categorize their 
“what if” questions into controllable 
and uncontrollable decision making 
on the behalf of bystanders.  In 
other words, is the “what if” 
question something reasonably 
“solvable” or “doable” with  the 
resources within their peer group.

Process:

        T he students should read the 
article “Girl Accused of Bullying 
Saddened by Florida 12 year 
old’s suicide”.  As the student is 
reading, ask them to write down 
words or feelings that enter their 
mind as soon as they become 
aware of its presence.  This is 
“brainstorming” while reading to 
log their initial reactions.  

  Once the students have compiled 
an individual list of words/feelings, 
have them compare their list with 
the list of a partner.  

  Help the students separate their 
“reaction” words (ex. wrong, 
tragedy, sick) from the words 
that describe actual “feelings” 
(desperate, sad, pain, hurt).

  From the “feeling” word list, ask 
the group to determine a working 
definition of the term empathy.  
Edit and modify the definition as 
suggestions emerge.  

  Read the definition of empathy 
from the word central website:  

1 »

2 »

3 »

4 »

5 »

”
“ a being aware of and  

sharing another person’s  
feelings, experiences,  

and emotions;  
also : the ability for this

REFER
TO DISC

Florida 
Suicide

 
Empathy
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 Facilitate a group discussion  around the following points:

  Did you experience genuine empathy?  How?

   Who did you feel empathy for? (victim?, victim’s family?, bullies?,  
bullies’ families?)

   Address the lack of empathy for the bullies if that issue emerges. 

   We don’t know who, if any, bystanders attempted to intervene.  Should 
communities (parents, churches, citizen groups, schools)  “train” people 
about appropriate bystander intervention?  What would it look like?

   Is anyone willing to share feeling indifferent about this article?  Why do 
some people feel indifference?  Should we attempt to influence indifferent 
people toward empathy? 

  Thinking back to the article, what are some things that bystanders could have done 
to help this 12 year old girl?  What are some things that a bystander could not have 
helped with or intervened with?  If you could share a message with Rebecca right 
now what would you say? And if you could speak with Rebecca’s bullies, what would 
you say?  Would you be compassionate and open to hear about their feelings to 
understand why they lash out? 

  Challenge:  Go out and find a “Rebecca” and her “bullies” and say it.  Will you do it?

6 »

7 »

8 »

Lesson 1 : Empathy Continued 
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Kindness

 
Objective: 
  The students will produce a kindness 

brochure, courtesy cards (the size of 
business cards), book marks, or posters to 
be hung in school restrooms, on cafeteria 
tables, in the main office, or other 
gathering places.

Process:
  Brainstorm:  Generate lists of the 

“coolest” or unexpected kind things 
they have done or have been done for 
them by friends, family, teachers, & 
by people who they do not know. 

  From the list generate natural 
groupings that could go into different 
brochures or posters.  These can serve 
as a “how to” for people lacking ideas, 
focused on their own problems, or 
are too timid to extend kindness to 
someone that isn’t in their immediate 
friend circle.  

  Encourage your “artsy” creative 
classmates to design an eye catching 
presentation for your product. 

1 »

2 »

3 »

4 »

5 »

  Produce your product and create a 
space in a gathering area for people 
to “take one”. One idea two 8th 
grade girls came up with was to put 
“kindness” words tabs at the bottom 
of their poster for readers to pull off.  
Their poster simply said, “Take what 
you need.”  All of the tabs were pulled 
in a very short time.  The posters were 
hung in the girls restrooms.  

  Maybe you do one idea a week for a 
month to get “kindness” momentum 
started in your school.   

Kindness is contagious!   
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Social Media : On & Offline 
 
Objective: 
  The PEACEKeeper Mentoring Board or Leadership Team will develop a “responsible use” 

guideline resource to support appropriate student use of social media.  Student leadership should 
name the resource, present the resource to their board of education & principal, share the 
resource with their peers and teachers, and distribute the information to their school community.

Process:
   Do your homework!  Listed below 

are websites that feature responsible 
use of social media for a variety of 
audiences.  Study the resources and 
decide which guidelines would be 
most appropriate for the students and 
staff at your school.  Keep in mind 
that school culture and language 
use changes slightly from school to 
school, your goal is to personalize this 
guideline for your school.  

  Determine what to include in the 
guidelines for your school community.  

  Determine how to format the 
information so that it is interesting, 
logical, easy to read and/or  
interact with.  

  Test your product with a variety of 
staff and students.  Use the feedback 
to make edits.  

  Send your final product to your 
principal and board of education.  Ask 
them for feedback and endorsement 
of your product.  

1 »

2 »
3 »

4 »

6 »

7 »

5 »

  Determine the best way to get 
the word out.  Flood your school 
media options (public service 
announcements, posters, email, 
social media, etc…)  

 Get the word out!     

REFER
TO DISC

10 Rules of Being a 
Responsible Media 

Counselor

12 Thing Students  
Should Never Do on  

Social Media

Social Media Guidelines  
for Schools

Social Media Guidelines for 
Corporate & Personal Use
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Unity & Bonding 
 
Objective: 
 The students will create a “You Are Not Alone!” space in the  
 cafeteria for lunch time.  

Process:
  Brainstorm:  Generate a list of reasons why students avoid or dread lunch time and 

the cafeteria.  A part of being empathetic toward another person is gaining a true 
understanding of why they act a certain way or do the things they do.  Consider 
some very sensitive reasons:

   A person perceives that they have no friends

   A person doesn’t feel welcome at a particular table

   The lunch room is too loud or crazy for people with sound sensitivity : 
Aspergers, hearing impaired, auditory defensiveness, etc.

   A person is willing to approach a group to sit with but fears rejection

   A person is suffering from too many “life problems” to reach out; in other 
words, it is easier being alone

   The people that they normally sit with are on a field trip

   All of their “friends” are in a different lunch

   A group of PEACEkeepers should design an eye-catching communication device 
for a space in the lunchroom, such as at a designated table. Maybe a PEACEkeeper 
banner drapes over the front of the table or a poster that reads, “Welcome! 
Whatever your reason for dropping by, we’re glad you did.” Remember, the space 
has to be  genuine and meet a variety of social needs.  Some people may need to sit 
there daily while others may need a safe space periodically. 

1 »

2 »
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Unity & Bonding Continued 

   Staff your area daily with PEACEkeepers.  A passerby should not be able to tell the 
difference between a PEACEkeeper and a person seeking safety or companionship in 
the space.  The PEACEkeepers should be in small groups of two to three, spread out so 
that the spaces between them can be filled in by individuals needing to join.

   This step is very important!  If a student is brave enough to walk up and sit down, they 
must be taken care of.  Organize a “You are not alone!” greeting whereby each person 
who shares the space is greeted with kindness and encouraged to engage in conversation.  
Maybe just greet them with “Peace!” or a “hi, scoot down here.”  “I haven’t seen you  
around, what’s your name?”  “We were just talking about _______, what do you think?” 

3 »

4 »

Conversation is a learned skill; you may have to help some 
people along.  Always have at least five conversation 
starters prepared in case somebody has difficulty talking.  
Some students may be quite chatty; others will just want to 
eat in a safe space.  Be aware of body language and social 
cues to temper your involvement. It’s okay if somebody 
wants to eat quietly and listen to those around them.  Some 
students may have been “burned” before and take a while 
to warm up.  Be patient and remain genuine. Also, try to 
remember their name so that if you see them in the hallway 
later you can give a wave and say “Hi” or “Peace”. As you 
well know, kids can spot a fake in ten seconds or less, so be 
genuine. You are a committed PEACEkeeper now.  

REMEMBER:
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  Share with the group the types of mean and uncool behaviors that you have personally 
witnessed in your school.  Students directing mean attitudes, comments, derogatory 
language, and insensitive remarks are all examples. Describe the chain of events without 
using real names. What did you personally do?  

   A boy pokes fun at a girl in class, calling her names and getting  
others to chime in.

  A girl calls out a hurtful name to another girl in the hallway.

  A girl is sharing “hook-up” information about her friend publicly.

  A boy calls another boy an offensive name, but claims he is “just kidding”. 

  A girl makes a negative comment about what another girl is wearing.  

  A boy is making crude remarks about a girl’s body. 

1 »

The Bystander's Role 
 
Objective: 
  The students will create a bystander 

protocol to be used by their peers when 
witnessing conflict or aggressive events 
on school grounds. 

Process:

Background: 
You were called to be a PEACEkeeper for a reason.  
Why?  Many may feel that PEACEkeepers in action can 
actually make a real difference in the school.  Now that 
we have committed the principles of the PEACEkeeper 
Movement as our new way of life, we can actually feel 
safe to get involved because we know that our peers and 
the school all live by the same “code”. 
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  After sharing each scenario, decide if bystander-input would 
have been helpful.  What kind of bystander intervention 
would have been appropriate?  It is important that bystanders 
extinguish fire, not add fuel. It is important that bystanders 
offer kind support to the person being attacked and take a 
gentle approach to the attacker in order to calm the behavior 
and follow the promise of “PEACE”.  

 What could each of us do differently next time?

  Compile a list of common occurrences witnessed in the school.  
Develop a bystander “do’s” and bystander “don’ts” guideline list, 
based on the principles of the PEACEkeeper Movement and 
the Peer Mentoring Board support.  Get the do’s and don’ts 
approved by the Board. Publish your guidelines and post them 
- maybe once a day on the announcements, in the hallways, on 
the inside of bathroom stalls, or on classroom doors.

3 »
4 »

The Bystander's Role Continued 

2 »
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  Determine a creative but inexpensive token 
that can be mass produced by PEACEkeepers, 
and stored in a central location.  

  PEACEkeeper ribbons 

  Safety pins with colored beads 
  (get pinned and then add beads)

  PEACEkeeper wristbands (be sure  
  to get adult & child size)

  PEACEkeeper medals or buttons

 
  Whatever token you create, it will be passed 

between students and staff. For example, if a 
student notices a staff member has gone out 
of their way to help another, the student would 
present the staff member with a “Kindness 
Counts” token of recognition.   

1 »

2 »

4 »

3 »

5 »

Kindness Counts 
 
Objective: 
The students will create a system of “Kindness Counts” recognition  
within their school community.

Background: 
In every school there are students and staff that go out of their way to be helpful and kind to others and seem 
to make a difference every day.  Kindness is contagious. We witness it in lines whereby the person in front 
pays for the person behind them, in class where someone needs a pencil and three people offer one without 
another thought, in the halls when someone drops their bag and a total stranger helps them pick it up, and 
we see it as a school when we meet the canned food drive goal.  We see kindness in very small gestures and 
in very large organized events.  The purpose of this plan is to identify & acknowledge acts of kindness, big & 
small, between students and staff, and to inspire a chain-reaction that spreads throughout the school.

Process:

The staff member is now “challenged” 
to recognize a student caught in an 
act of kindness and reward them with 
a token. Students may recognize staff 
as well as other students and the staff 
may recognize students.  Each person 
would keep and collect their “Kindness 
Counts” token(s).  

  Keep it simple! Keep it fun!  Whatever 
procedure and kindness token you 
decide on, it has to be very inexpensive, 
reproducible, and accessible so that 
anyone can participate.  

  You may wish to do this monthly “while 
supplies last” or you could do this for 
just one month of the year.  
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The team behind this Movement envisions what we believe 
will change the course of the youth experience forever, as 
well as the communities in which they live.  It’s a big idea 
that we believe is absolutely possible.

We are working tirelessly with legislators to change the 
laws within each state, each city or township, in each 
community to open two seats on every school board and 
on every city council in the country for youth to legally 
join the conversation. But we cannot do this without 
raising your voices in your own communities.

The vision is for youth to represent their peers, to have a 
legal voice within their communities and to be part of the 
decision-making process that affects them.  

Tweens and teens under the age of nineteen will be 
eligible to campaign for the seats with the support of 
the community, just as adults do.  The difference is that 
adults 18 and older (registered voters) will be the deciding 
factor in the election.  The hope is that youth will become 
involved in the democratic process to support their 
candidate and campaign for that candidate within their 
family unit to motivate the parent(s) to cast a vote on 
their behalf.  In some cases, communities will change the 
laws to allow youth under 18 years of age to cast a vote for 
their candidate.

Imagine the world we would live in with young people 
in decision-making positions, taking an interest in their 
communities and given the opportunity to make an impact 
within those communities.  We can do this, together.  

Begin by contacting your community leaders and 
petitioning locally to garner support.

REFER
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MoveOn.org
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   The PEACEkeeper Leaders begin by writing out the nomination and 
evaluation process for how PEACEkeepers are selected and what the 
rewards will be. Be as detailed as possible with these “instructions,” as 
they will be carried out traditionally from year to year. 

   Begin with a standard PEACEkeeper Nomination Form (sample 
included), illustrating to the student body, teachers and administrators 
how the process will work.  

   Select a specific date for each month that the nominations are due 
and the awards will be announced.  Decide if one or many will be 
recognized each month.

   Set the criteria for what makes an “Award-Winning” PEACEkeeper  
and share that information with the student body and staff (details 
based on upholding the PEACE Pledge and getting involved in  
the Movement). 

   Work with local vendors, businesses and restaurants that are willing 
to donate coupons, cash prizes and/or products for award-winning 
PEACEkeepers, which is a great way to engage the community in  
the Movement. 

   Design and produce an Honorary PEACEkeeper’s Wall Display  
(such as an athletic board displaying the names of top athletes and 
school record-breakers) to publicly display your PEACEkeeper’s names 
each month.

   Begin a new annual tradition in your community by holding a 
community PEACEkeeper of the YEAR awards ceremony:  A local, 
celebrity-filled, black-tie, red-carpet event held at a prestigious 
location, honoring the year’s top PEACEkeepers. Possibly have local 
businesses sponsor the big night.

AWARDS
A wonderful way to 

motivate and inspire 
students to embrace 
the concepts of this 

Movement is to create 
an incentive – and 

what better incentive 
than the promise of 

monthly awards with 
prizes and an annual 

PEACEkeeper Awards 
Ceremony to publicly 

spotlight the year’s top 
PEACEkeepers?



NOMINATION FORM

  Based on the principles and promise of the PEACE Pledge, this nomination is inspired by witnessing 
my nominee’s actions as a PEACEkeeper and the positive impact they have made on my life or on 
the lives of others. My nominee is a beautiful example of how the world would be a better place if 

there were more people like her/him leading the way.  

 Nominator’s Name:      Grade:

 Contact Phone:

 Signature of Nominator:

 PEACEkeeper’s Name:       Grade: 

 Contact Phone:

 Reason for Nomination:

 

 Individuals who can support this Nomination:

 Name :          Student / Faculty / Other

 Name :         Student / Faculty / Other

 Name :         Student / Faculty / Other
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